INTRODUCTION
In production systems, production scheduling and employee timetabling are two problems generally considered as too complex to be treated simultaneously. On the one hand, production scheduling aims at allocating resources (human or material) to different tasks (jobs) that have to be processed. On the other hand, the objective of employee timetabling is most often to minimize labor costs (we refer to Ernst et al. (2004) and Soumis et al. (2005) for a state of the art of employee timetabling problems). Although it is clear that the best approach to solve the resulting problem would be to consider the integrated problem, it is often decomposed in practice into an assignment part and a scheduling part. This is essentially due to the fact that no effective formal algorithm has yet been considered as good enough to solve the integrated problem. Nevertheless several attempts (with encouraging results for some of them) have been made in both production and transportation domains (see in particular Artigues et al. (2006 Artigues et al. ( , 2009 for integrated approaches and an exhaustive state of the art, and Hooker (2005) for a hybrid method mixing Linear Programming and Constraint Programming). In this paper, we exploit the idea proposed in Lasserre (1992) and developed later in Dauzère-Pérès and Lasserre (1994) for an integrated job-shop lot-sizing and scheduling problem. In these works, the authors proposed to solve the integrated problem by alternatively solving it at two different levels, one in which lot sizes are computed for a sequence of jobs on each machine, and one in which a sequence is computed given fixed lot sizes. Such a decomposition approach has been successfully applied in Detienne et al. (2009) to an employee timetabling problem with a given work load.
We integrate here the two sub problems and propose an exact method which has the double advantage to converge to optimal solutions but also to find quickly near optimal solutions. Section 2 states formulations of the problem. An exact two-stage procedure based on a specific decomposition and a cut generation process is addressed in Section 3. We then discuss, in Section 4, about the relevance of the method by comparing its computational results with an ILP solver (Ilog Cplex 9.1) on generated instances. Some conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.
We may mention that an approach based on a Benders decomposition has also been experimented. We will not develop it here because experimental results do not indicate any advantage of using this method for our integrated problem.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ILP MODELS
We want to schedule a set J of n independent jobs (tasks) with a set O of m resources (operators) over a planning horizon H. Each job j ∈ J is characterized by a processing time p j , a time window D j = [r j , d j ] and requires an operator o ∈ O who masters one needed competence c j ∈ C. Jobs may be interrupted and can be processed by different operators. However, at most one unit of a given job can be processed at each time t ∈ H. An operator cannot process several jobs simultaneously. Each operator o ∈ O has a set C o ⊆ C of competences and owns a set Ω o ⊆ Ω of eligible work patterns. A work pattern ω ∈ Ω defines a sequence of actual working time instants and breaks over the whole planning horizon. This formulation permits to take into account several contractual, legal or other constraints (vacations, individual preferences, . . .) . Each relevant pair work pattern -operator (ω -o) is given a cost η o ω standing for the resulting labor cost of assigning work pattern ω to operator o.
Our problem consists in both scheduling the n jobs and assigning a work pattern to each operator in order to satisfy each need for workforce (number of operators and qualification requirements) at minimum cost. Any work pattern ω can be expressed by a boolean vector σ ω over H such that σ t ω = 1 if t ∈ H is a working time instant and σ t ω = 0 otherwise. Using notations mentioned above, an intuitive MIP formulation can hence be given:
Time-indexed formulation
Constraints (2) ensure that exactly one work pattern is assigned to each employee. Each job has to be fully processed within its time-window (3). There are as many operators using competence c as processed units of jobs requiring c at each time instant t (4). Each operator uses at most one competence at each instant he is available according to his assigned work pattern, and exactly 0 if he is not (5).
We can see that there are two decision stages in the timetabling process. It is first necessary to set effective working periods to operators by assigning a work pattern to each of them. Then we must decide which competence is really used by the related operator at each time instant.
Formulation by time intervals and with competence pattern
In order to restrict the number of variables involved in the time-indexed formulation [Q], we propose a second model [P ] based on an aggregate of time instants in intervals and on a combination of individual employee qualifications in effective competence patterns.
We first extract from H the release date r j and the due date d j of each job j and bounds associated with presence intervals for each work pattern ω ∈ Ω. Such time instants are then sorted by ascending order and coupled by successive pairs in order to get a partition of H into k max time intervals I k (k ∈ K = {1, 2, . . . , k max }). Resource needs and requirements (operators and competences) over each time interval I k are constant. Indeed, by definition, no job can start neither has to end and no operator can start neither has to stop to work at any unextracted time instant. It is thus unnecessary to distinguish time instants of each time interval I k in order to solve the overall problem.
We then combine individual qualifications of operators in competence patterns in order to restrict the number of operator-competence resources variables (z oct ) of [Q] . These variables do not directly operate in cost function. It is therefore useless to distinguish operators with exactly the same competences when we assign competences to time intervals. So we introduce a new notation Θ ⊆ P(C) to denote the set of competence patterns θ ∈ Θ. Each operator o ∈ O is given a single competence pattern θ o . Two distinct operators are given the same competence pattern θ if and only if they both master only and exactly the same competences c ∈ θ.
We can therefore propose a second MIP formulation (derived from [Q]):
where l k stands for the length of I k , x jk is the number of units of j processed over I k and z θck is the number of units of competence c used by competence pattern θ over time interval I k . The other notations are the same as the ones used for the time-indexed formulation [Q] .
We ensure that a time-indexed solution can always be extracted from a solution of formulation [P ] by solving a maximum flow problem.
Solution methods proposed in the remainder are based on this formulation [P ] because it proves to be (in practice) more effective in terms of computing time.
SOLUTION PROCEDURE 3.1 Overall process
We present here an approach exploiting the splitting of [P ] into two sub problems. A master problem [M P ] first assigns a work pattern to each operator. Using this entry, the satellite sub-problem [SP ] checks feasibility in terms of processing the whole set of jobs as well as matching competences to operators. If solving [SP ] fails in finding a feasible solution for [P ] , a feasibility cut is added to [M P ] in order to invalidate the current associated assignment.
If [M P ] is solved up to optimality, the process stops with an optimal solution for [P ] as soon as solving [SP ] succeeds. This is a relevant exact method, but computing times may sometimes become prohibitive (see Guyon et al. (2008) ).
As we want quickly near optimal solutions, only a feasible solution for [M P ] is sought for. When [SP ] succeeds, such a solution is feasible for [P ] . In this case we add a boundary constraint to [M P ] to ensure that future assignments have a lower cost. Note that iterating this process until [M P ] is unfeasible provides again an exact procedure; the optimum for [P ] is the last found feasible assignment. Algorithm 1 gives a formal algorithmic description of the process.
Master problem [M P ] can be formalized as follows:
(2) and (6) Cut where Cut is the set of feasibility cuts and boundary constraints iteratively added to the model.
Cut structure
Let us assume a fixed assignmentȳ of work pattern to operators as a solution for [M P ]. We have to check whether y is feasible with regards to the other constraints of [P ] . We thus introduce the satellite sub-problem [SP (ȳ)]:
fȳ represents the number of units of jobs which can be scheduled according toȳ. Since [P ] aims at fully scheduling each job,ȳ is feasible for [P ] if and only if it leads to an optimal flow value fȳ = j∈J p j .
[SP (ȳ)] is a maximum flow problem on a directed transportation network Gȳ = (X, U ) with:
• Set of nodes : In return, if fȳ < j∈J p j , jobs cannot be fully scheduled according toȳ. We therefore have to introduce the feasibility valid cut fȳ ≥ j∈J p j in order to invalidateȳ from the set of feasible solutions for [M P ].
Applying maximum flow minimum cut theorem stated in Ford and Fulkerson (1962) on Gȳ (see Figure 2 ), we have:
with the following notations:
Fig. 2. Maximum flow cut Ξ of Gȳ
The feasibility maximum flow cut (that invalidatesȳ) which has to be added to set Cut of [M P ] is hence:
where:
The only elements depending onȳ which restrict fȳ are the saturated edges {u = (α, t) ∈ U/α ∈ ΘK + }. Thus, to get a flow greater than fȳ, one has to find an assignment leading to higher capacities for these latter edges. The optimum assignment y * for [P ] therefore has to satisfy the maximum flow cut of Gȳ.
Solving the master problem
The MIP formulation of a restricted master problem [M P bf ] with only a small subset Q b of boundary constraints and a small subset Q f of feasibility cuts is:
(2) and (6) o∈O ω∈Ωo Two approaches have been experimented. The first one consists in using an ILP solver tuned to stop as soon as a feasible integer solution has been found. The second one is to use the Feasibility Pump heuristic.
Feasiblity Pump
The Feasibility pump, first proposed in Fischetti et al. (2005) and then successively improved in Bertacco et al. (2005) and Achterberg and Berthold (2007) , is a primal heuristic for finding feasible solutions of Mixed Integer Programs. The fundamental idea of this approach is to generate two (hopefully convergent) trajectories of points that satisfy feasibility in a complementary but partial way: one satisfies the linear constraints, the other the integer requirement. These are produced by alternatively rounding a LP-feasible point (x * ) to an integer point (x) and finding a closest (with respect to a predefined distance function) LP-feasible point, which is then used as the new (x * ) for the next iteration step. Process thus iterates until this latter so-called closest LP-feasible point is also an integer feasible point. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Fig. 3. Fundamental procedure of the Feasibility Pump
The relevance of these two distinct approaches experimented here is discussed in Section 4.
Speeding up by initial cuts
In the specific cut generation process, cut's quality is dominant. Indeed, the more assignments of work pattern to operators a cut invalidates the faster the process converges to the overall optimum. It easily appears that an initialization of cuts should speed up the overall process. This part of the paper is dedicated to initial cuts added to set Cut to initialize [M P ].
To define initial cuts, we use an energetic reasoning. This notion has been broadly successfully used, in particular in Lopez et al. (1992) and Baptiste et al. (1999) , for scheduling problems. Competences are considered as consumable resources, operators as suppliers and jobs as consumers. The underlying idea of this concept is to define time periods where a strictly positive required energy consumption can be established for a subset of jobs. On such periods, resource supplies have to be high enough to allow consumption.
Let δ = [δ b , δ e ] ∈ ∆ be a time period with ∆ ⊆ P(H), C ⊆ C a subset of competences.
In the remainder, we will use the notation (a) + = max(a, 0) ∀a ∈ R.
We define the required energy consumption (u jδ ) of j over δ as the difference between p j and the number of units of j that can be processed apart from δ:
The overall required energy consumption (U cδ ) of competence c over δ is thus defined as follows:
Over δ, each operator can work as many time instants he is available according to his assigned work pattern. Consequently, as soon as an operator o is available and masters a competence c ∈ C, one and only one competence of o is available at each time instant t ∈ δ. We can hence define the capacity of available resources C over δ as:
Energetic constraint -Initial cut A feasible solution for [P ] has hence to satisfy: The number of eligible initial cuts can be considerable, particularly when the number of time periods, δ, is large. Further, such a process can lead to a large number of cuts that might not be ultimately tight in any optimal solution. Hence, we select a set of initial valid cuts.
To introduce the selection used in our experiments, we first have to define τ
as the proportional overall required energy consumption of competence pattern C over δ. This meaningful indicator allows us to define likely major cuts. Indeed, if we consider two time periods δ ∈ ∆ and δ ′ ∈ ∆ such as τ
, it seems logical to suppose that the cut generated with C over δ is more restrictive than the one generated over δ ′ .
The approach of selecting initial cuts used in our experiments consists in taking interest in the sorted set Υ of bounds υ associated with presence intervals for each work pattern. Indeed, these time instants are the only ones where number of available operators (and thus competences) can be modified. Let [υ i , υ i+1 ] and [υ j−1 , υ j ] two time periods with (i, j) ∈ |Υ| 2 and υ i < υ j . We chose to generate, for each pair (i, j) ∈ |Υ| 2 , an initial energetic cut for the time period δ defined as follows:
where δ ′ b and δ ′ e are two extracted time instants from H, that is to say two bounds associated with time intervals
In our experiments, set Θ of competence patterns is the reference set used to get initial energetic cuts. Singletons (one competence) are also used.
An intensive way of selecting initial cuts is to solve the linear relaxation of [P ] with cuts so far generated. Initial cuts matching constraints with small slack variables can hence be considered. In our experiments, we pick up constraints whose ratio of slack variable to second member is less or equal to 0.12. We have to notice here that unselected cuts are therefore kept for the specific decomposition and cut generation process. Indeed as soon as an integer solution for a given master problem [M P ] is found, violated unselected cuts are added to the set Cut of [M P ].
Initial cuts are proved to be really useful because they invalidate many unfeasible assignments for a negligible calculation time. Moreover, by nature, they quickly point out strong assignment restrictions on precise time periods. This way of acting is different from maximum flow cuts involved all along process because these latter ones permit an overall view of the problem. Thus those two different kinds of cuts are complementary and their mixed use is really useful for this specific approach.
All methods described in this paper are initialized with selected initial cuts because it proves to be really more effective in practice.
EXPERIMENTS
Approaches described previously have been implemented in Java and tested on a PC (Intel Pentium D 930, 3 GHz, 2 GB RAM) which operating system is MS Windows XP. Used ILP solver is ILOG CPLEX 9.1.
Test bed
Our test bed is made up of generated instances. Release dates, processing times and margins (time window range) are respectively distributed with an uniform and two binomial laws. A maximum processing time p max and a maximum margin marge max are given as parameters to these probability laws. In order to better tally with reality, work patterns match 3-shift-work constraints. Quarter of an hour is the time accuracy unit for work pattern generation. Work patterns are generated over a week (without week-end) and are transposed from week to week in order to cover the whole horizon. Each operator is randomly assigned a set of eligible work patterns and a set of mastered competences. A cost is given to each pair of operator and eligible work pattern. This cost depends on working time instants (day -night), operator's salary level (length of service, qualification, . . . ) and on operator's requirements. Table 2 reports the results of the approaches described in this paper. We use the ratio U B * /U B as the indicator of effectiveness for each method. U B * stands for the tightest known upper bound of the solved instance (found with a CPU time limit of one hour) and U B is the value found by the concerned method. Column U B * /U B and σ respectively give the average and the standard deviation of the ratios U B * /U B.
• (M IP ) stands for the resolution of the direct formulation by time intervals and with competence pattern by an ILP solver.
• (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ M IP ) stands for the two-stage procedure (Cut) using an ILP solver to solve each master problem (parameter IntSolLim set to 1 for Ilog Cplex 9.1 ).
• (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ F P ) stands for the two-stage procedure (Cut) using the Feasibility Pump heuristic to solve each master problem.
In all three cases selected initial cuts (see Section 3.4) are added to the model in a pre-processing stage. Table 2 . Quality of upper bound over CPU time limit We first remark (see Table 2 ) that both (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ M IP )) and (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ F P )) found really quickly tight upper bounds. The specific decomposition and cut generation process (Cut) is hence appropriate for the problem presented in this paper.
We can also observe that (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ F P )) is always more effective in both terms of average and standard deviation than (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ M IP )). This means that (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ F P )) is not only more accurate but also more reliable than (Cut : [M P ] ֒→ M IP )). The Feasibility Pump heuristic is thus really effective for solving master problems (0-1 Multiple Choice and Multiple Dimension Knapsack ).
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an exact method for solving an integrated employee timetabling and production scheduling problem. This exact approach is based on an effective specific decomposition and cut generation process. This exact two-stage procedure has the double advantage to converge to the optimum but also to find quickly near optimal solutions.
The main points of this paper are based on the real interest of using a decomposition approach to find optimal and near optimal solutions for the integrated problem, and on the proved effectiveness of the Feasibility Pump heuristic for quickly finding a good feasible solution for a 0-1 Multidimensional Multiple-choice Knapsack Problem.
